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Abstract

The increasing interest in the RDF data model has turned the efficient processing of
queries over RDF datasets to a challenging and crucial task.Indeed, the triple format of
the RDF data model, along with the lack of structure that characterizes it, raise new chal-
lenges in data management both in terms of performance and scalability. In this paper,
we consider improving the performance of RDF query evaluation by using materialized
views. Starting from a workload of queries, we describe the space of possible views to ma-
terialize, we introduce ways for assessing the optimality of each view set and we propose
practical algorithms for exploring the search space. When an RDF Schema is available,
our algorithm takes advantage of it to guarantee the completeness of answering queries.
We evaluate the efficiency of our search algorithms and demonstrate the benefits of the
materialized views recommended by our algorithms on a fullyimplemented RDF querying
platform.

Keywords RDF data management, view selection, materialized views, query optimization, RDFS.

1 Introduction
The growing interest in Semantic Web technologies and theirmany applications have attracted
attention from the database research community, as witnessed by many highly visible recent
works [1, 12, 13, 15, 18]. One of the core database problems considered in this area is the
efficient evaluation of queries over RDF repositories [19].The SPARQL query language [21]
has been proposed as a W3C standard for querying RDF data, andis widely supported by RDF
data management tools.

At a first look, querying RDF data bears some similarities with querying relational data
using a language such as Datalog or SQL. Indeed, the core of SPARQL is made of conjunc-
tive relational-style querying primitives, and SPARQL queries can be translated to SQL [7, 6].
However, there is a profound difference at the level of the data model, since an RDF dataset
is fundamentally a collection of tuples of the form(subject, property, object), belonging con-
ceptually to a singletriple relation. This complicates querying, given that thetriple table is as
big as the whole dataset and therefore optimization is difficult, and has lead to the proposal of
competing RDF indexing and storage strategies [1, 12, 13, 15, 18].
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Another significant difference is that rich schema information can be attached to an RDF
dataset, by means of an RDF Schema [20]. Notably, taking intoaccount such extra information,
when available, is crucial for the completeness of query evaluation.

In this work, we consider the efficient evaluation of conjunctive SPARQL queries against an
RDF database, in the presence of an RDF Schema. More specifically, we investigate the usage
of materialized views to speed up the processing of RDF queries. We make the following
contributions:

1. We present an approach for enumerating possible candidate view sets, based on an exist-
ing proposal for relational data and queries [17], and adapted to the particular setting of
RDF.

2. Since the complexity of this approach is very high, we present a set of optimizations
which reduce the time and memory needs. Moreover, we presenta set of heuristics
which lead to finding a candidate view set fast.

3. We show how our approach can exploit the presence of an RDF Schema to ensure the
completeness of query evaluation.

4. We have fully implemented all our algorithms and experimented with RDF data and
queries, using a relational database as a back-end. We assess the efficiency of our ap-
proach and demonstrate its practical interest in terms of speeding up query evaluation.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents our model for RDF queries and views.
Section 3 presents the view selection problem as a search problem in a space of states among
which one can move via transitions, studies its complexity,and describes some practical search
strategies. Section 4 discusses the impact of an RDF Schema on the view selection problem.
Section 5 presents our experimental evaluation. Section 6 discusses related works, then we
conclude.

2 Problem Statement
RDF data consists of triples of the formsubject, property, object, or (s, p, o) in short, wheres
stands for thesubject, p for thepropertyando for theobject. In accordance with the RDF data
model, in each triple,s andp are URIs, whileo can either be an URI or a literal. For simplicity,
we useconstantto refer to either an URI or a literal. Accordingly, at the logical level, we view
an RDF dataset as atriple tablet with three attributes, denotedt(s, p, o).

We consider the conjunctive subset of SPARQL, which is notedhere using the Datalog
notation without any loss of information. Notably, we view RDF queries (and views) as a
special case of conjunctive queries, i.e., conjunctions ofatoms, the terms of which are either
free variables (a.k.a. head variables), existential variables, or constants.
Definition 1 (RDF queries and views). An RDF query (or view) is a conjunctive query such
that all atoms in the query body use the relationt, i.e., the triple table.

Without loss of generality, we consider that our queries arecartesian product-free, that
is, each triple shares at least one variable (i.e., joins) with another triple; a query featuring
a cartesian product can be represented by the set of its independent sub-queries. Finally, we
assume queries areminimal, i.e., the only containment mapping that can be found from the
query to itself is the identity [4].

As a running example, we consider an RDF database about painters, their masterpieces, and
the museums in which the latter are exposed. The following query q1 returns the titles of the
paintings of all painters, somehow related to Post-Impressionism, that are exposed in MoMA,
as well as the painters’ names (for the sake of readability namespaces are omitted):
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q1(X2, X5) : − t(X1, hasName,X2), t(X1, X3, postImpres), t(X1, hasPainted,X4),
t(X4, hasT itle,X5), t(X4, isExpIn,X6), t(X6, isNamed,moma)

Similarly, the queryq2 returns the titles of the paintings made by French Post-Impressionism
painters that are exposed in museums across Europe, as well as the names of these museums:

q2(Y3, Y5) : − t(Y1, hasCountry, france), t(Y1, belongsTo, postImpres),
t(Y1, hasPainted, Y2), t(Y2, hasT itle, Y3), t(Y2, isExpIn, Y4),
t(Y4, isNamed, Y5), t(Y4, isLocatIn, europe)

We can now define a rewriting in our context.

Definition 2 (Rewriting). Let q be an RDF query andV = {v1, v2, . . . , vk} be a set of RDF
views. A rewriting ofq based onV is a relational algebra expression (i) equivalent toq (i.e., it
yields the same answers for any dataset) and (ii) whose involved relations belong toV .

Since each of our rewriting expressions is equivalent to a conjunctive query, it contains only
selection, projection and join operators. It is known that asyntactic translation exists between
a relational expression and its conjunctive (Datalog) representation.

We consider aquality functionqf which, for every rewriting, returns a quantitative measure
of how good the rewriting is. Typical quality functions takeinto account the effort to evaluate
the body of the rewriting, the total space occupancy of the views, the costs to maintain the
views as data changes, etc.

We require quality functions tofavor compact views and cheap rewritings, which we for-
malize as follows. Letr′ andr′′ be two rewritings of the same queryq.

1. If r′ andr′′ incur the same effort in answeringq, but r′ requires less space to store the
views, thenqf(r′) > qf(r′′).

2. If r′ and r′′ require the same space to store the views, but the effort to evaluater′ is
smaller than the effort to evaluater′′, thenqf(r′) > qf(r′′).

We are now ready to define our view selection problem. For easeof exposition, we do it
without taking into account RDF schemas. Section 4 will show how to integrate them in our
setting via a preliminary reasoning step.

Definition 3 (Candidate view set). LetQ = {q1, q2, . . . , qn} be a set of RDF queries. A candi-
date view set forQ is a pair (V,R) such that:

• V is a set of RDF views{v1, v2, . . . , vk} and

• R is and a set of rewritings{r1, r2, . . . , rn}, where for each1 ≤ i ≤ n, ri is an equivalent
rewriting of qi based on the views inV .

Definition 4 ((Schema-agnostic) view enumeration and selection problems). LetQ = {q1, q2,
. . . , qn} be a set of RDF queries andW = {w1, w2, . . . , wn} be a set of weights associated to
the queries inQ. Letqf be a quality function.

• The view enumeration problem consists of finding all candidate view sets forQ.

• The view selection problem consists of finding a candidate view set(V,R) forQ such that,
for any other candidate view set(V ′, R′) for Q, Σr∈R(wi · qf(ri)) ≥ Σr′∈R′(wi · qf(r

′
i)).
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Figure 1: Sample graph of a state.

3 The View Selection Search Problem
This Section describes our approach for solving the RDF viewselection and enumeration prob-
lems. Section 3.1 describes our modeling of the problem in terms of states and transitions.
Section 3.2 characterizes search strategies, the size of the search space, and search complex-
ity. The complexity of the problem is high, and may become prohibitive for large workloads.
Therefore, Section 3.3 presents a set of interesting strategies, along with heuristics which allow
to limit the search.

3.1 Model: States and Transitions

Solving the view selection problem requires finding both a set of views and the corresponding
rewritings of the workload queries based on these views. Among the solutions considered in
the literature for view selection in relational databases,we adapt the approach of [17] to our
RDF context. More specifically, we model view set selection as a search problem. Each point
in the search space, called astate, represents a set of views and a set of associated equivalent
rewritings for all the workload queries.

Definition 5 (State). Given the query setQ = {q1, q2, . . . , qn}, a state is a 3-tupleSi(Q) =
〈Vi, Gi, Ri〉 such that:

• Vi is a set of views proposed for materialization,

• Gi = (Ni, Ei) is an undirected multigraph, whose node set isNi and whose edge set is
Ei, and

• Ri is a set of rewritings showing how to compute each query fromQ based on the view
setVi.
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Figure 2: State graph after a selection cut.
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Figure 3: State graph after two join cuts.

WithinGi, each tripleti appearing in a viewv ∈ Vi is represented by a nodeni ∈ Ni.
Moreover, letti and tj be two triples in a viewv ∈ Vi, and a join on their attributesti.ai

andtj .aj (whereai, aj ∈ {s, p, o}). For each such join, there is an edgeei ∈ Ei connecting the
respective nodesni, nj ∈ Ni and labeledv:ni.ai = nj .aj. We callej a join edge.

Finally, let ti be a triple in a viewv ∈ Vi andni ∈ Ni be its corresponding node. For every
constant, having a valueci, that appears in the attributeai ∈ {s, p, o} of ti, an edge connecting
ni to itself is present, labeledv:ni.ai = ci. These are calledselection edges, as they represent
a selection over the triple tablet.

For simplicity, we do not consider views with cartesian products in our setting, as these
views tend to consume significant space and to lead to less efficient rewritings (given that our
queries do not contain cartesian products either).

We define thegraph ofv as the connected component ofGi corresponding tov. Observe
that in a view, two nodes may be connected by a multiple (join)edge if their corresponding
patterns are connected by more than one join predicates.

As an example, we considerS0(Q) = 〈{v1, v2}, G0, R0〉, whereQ = {q1, q2} are the two
sample queries previously introduced,v1 = q1 andv2 = q2. Thus, the rewriting setR consists
of the trivial rewritings{q1 = v1, q2 = v2}. The graphG0 is depicted in Figure 1. The graph of
v1 is the connected component in the upper half of the Figure.

We define theinitial stateof the search asS0(Q) = 〈V0, G0, R0〉 for a given set of queries.
In S0, V0 = Q, i.e., the set of views is exactly the set of queries. The rewritings in R0 are
all trivial (view scans), and the initial graphG0 corresponds to the queries inQ. Clearly, the
rewriting costs associated to the initial state are very low, since for each query it suffices to scan
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Figure 4: State graph after some selection and join cuts.
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Figure 5: State graph after a view fusion.

the pre-computed results. However, this solution is typically not the best-quality one, since its
space consumption or view maintenance costs may be quite high.

We now introduce a set of three elementary state transformations, adapted from [17]. In
the following, we will usev:e to denote the edgee belonging to the viewv in a state graph.
Moreover, we will useσe to denote a selection on the condition attached to the edgee in
the graph. Since the query setQ remains the same across all transformations, we omit it for
readability.

Definition 6 (Selection Cut (SC)). Let 〈V,G,R〉 be a state andv:e be a selection edge inG. A
selection cutone yields a state〈V ′, G′, R′〉 such that:

• V ′ is obtained fromV by replacingv with a new viewv′, in which the constant of the
selection has been replaced with a fresh head variable (i.e., is returned byv′, along with
the variables returned byv),

• G′ is obtained fromG by erasing the edgee, and

• R′ is obtained fromR by replacing all occurrences ofv with the expressionπhead(v)σe(v
′).
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V0 {q(Y, Z) : −t(X,Y, c1), t(X,Z, c2)}
V1 {q1(X1, Y ) : −t(X1, Y, c1); q2(X2, Z) : −t(X2, Z, c2)}
V2 {q(Y, Z,W1) : −t(X,Y,W1), t(X,Z, c2)}
V3 {q(Y, Z,W2) : −t(X,Y, c1), t(X,Z,W2)}
V4 {q(Y, Z,W1,W2) : −t(X,Y,W1), t(X,Z,W2)}
V5 {q1(X1, Z,W1) : −t(X1, Z,W1); q2(X2, Z) : −t(X2, Z, c2)}
V6 {q1(X1, Z) : −t(X1, Z, c1); q2(X2, Z,W2) : −t(X2, Z,W2)}
V7 {q1(X1, Z,W1) : −t(X1, Z,W1); q2(X2, Z,W2) : −t(X2, Z,W2)}
V8 {q(X,Y, Z) : −t(X,Y, Z)}

Figure 6: Sample complete search space, and view sets corresponding to each state.

Q = {q1, q2}

q1(X) : −(X, Y, c)

q2(X) : −(X,Z, c)
S0

S1

S2

S3 S4

SC

VF

SC

SC

SC

S5
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VF

Figure 7: Sample complete search space for a simple workloadof two queries.

For example, consider the initial stateS0 = 〈{v1, v2}, G0, {q1 = v1, q2 = v2}〉 wherev1
andv2 are views identical to the queriesq1 andq2 introduced in the previous Section.G0 is
the graph depicted in Figure 1. We apply a selection cut on theedge labeledv1:n6.o = moma

and obtain the query graphG1, in which v1 is replaced by a new viewv3, the graph of which
is depicted in Figure 2. We don’t show the wholeG1 in the Figure, as the graph ofv2 remains
unchanged. The resulting state is:

S1 = 〈{v2, v3}, G1, {q1 = πhead(v1)(σn6.o=moma(v3)), q2 = v2}〉

Definition 7 (Join Cut (JC)). Let 〈V,G,R〉 be a state andv:e be a join edge inG. A join cut
on e yields a state〈V ′, G′, R′〉, obtained as follows:

1. If the graph ofv is still connected after the cut,V ′ is obtained fromV by replacingv with
a new symbolv′ in which the variable corresponding to the join edgee becomes a head
variable. Moreover, in every rewriting, the symbolv is replaced byπhead(v)(σe(v

′)).

2. If the graph ofv is split in two independent components,V ′ is obtained fromV by re-
placing v with two new symbolsv′1 and v′2, each corresponding to one component. In
each ofv′1 andv′2, the join variable ofe becomes a head variable. The new rewriting set
R′ is obtained fromR by replacingv byπhead(v)(v

′
1 ⊲⊳ e v

′
2).

The new graphG′ is obtained fromG by erasing the edgev:e.
For example, consider cutting the join edgev3:n1.s = n3.s on the result (shown in Figure 2)

of the previous selection cut. This operation does not disconnect the graph ofv3, but replaces
v3 with a new viewv4 such thatv3 = πhead(v3)(σn1.s=n3.s(v4)). The resulting state is:
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S2 = 〈{v2, v4}, G2, {q1 = πhead(v1)(σn6.o=moma(πhead(v3)(σn1.s=n3.s(v4)))), q2 = v2}〉

If we now cut the join edge labeledv4:n2.s = n3.s, the graph ofv4 becomes disconnected,
resulting in the introduction of the viewsv5 andv6, depicted in Figure 3. The view symbolv4 is
replaced in the rewritings by the expressionπhead(v4)(v5 ⊲⊳ n2.s=n3.s v6). Denoting the resulting
graph byG3, the resulting state is:

S3 = 〈{v2, v5, v6}, G3, {q1 = πhead(v1)(σn6.o=moma(πhead(v3)(σn1.s=n3.s(πhead(v4)(v5 ⊲⊳ n2.s=n3.s

v6))))), q2 = v2}〉

Selection and join cuts tend to make the views less specific and more voluminous, and
rewritings potentially more expensive. Thus, their interest lies not in the states they produce,
but in the factorization transformations which can be applied after some edge cuts. Such fac-
torization is achieved by the following transformation.

Definition 8 (View Fusion (VF)). Let 〈V,G,R〉 be a state andv1, v2 be two views inV such
that their respective graphs (thus, the bodies of the expressions defining the views) are isomor-
phic. Letv3 be a copy ofv1, whose head variables are those ofv1 plus those ofv2 (up to the
isomorphism). Fusingv1 andv2 leads to a new state〈V ′, G′, R′〉 obtained as follows:

• V ′ = (V \ {v1, v2}) ∪ {v3},

• G′ is obtained fromG by removing the graphs ofv1 andv2 and adding that ofv3, and

• R′ is obtained fromR by replacing any occurrence ofv1 (respectivelyv2), with
πhead(v1)(v3) (respectively,πhead(v2)(v3)).

Performing a set of join cuts in graphG3 presented above, we can arrive at state containing
the graph depicted in Figure 4. The graphs ofv6 andv8 are isomorphic, enabling us to fuse
them. The resulting graph is depicted in Figure 5.

Sample complete search spaces are shown in Figure 6 for a workload of one query, and
Figure 7 for a workload of two queries.

3.2 Search Space and Strategies

We denote byS
τ
−→ S ′ the application of the transformationτ ∈ {SC,JC,VF} on a stateS,

which leads to the stateS ′.

Definition 9. (Strategy) For a given view selection problem, a search strategyΣ is a sequence
of transformations of the form:

Σ = (Si1

τi1−→ S ′

i1
), (Si2

τi2−→ S ′

i2
), . . . , (Sik−1

τik−1

−−−→ S ′

ik−1
), (Sik

τik−→ S ′

ik
)

whereSi1 = S0, for everyj ∈ [1..k] τij ∈ {SC,JC,VF}, and for everyj ∈ [2..k] there exists
l < j such thatS ′

il
= Sij (i.e., each state must be obtained before it is transformed).

For example, on the problem illustrated in Figure 6, two possible strategies are:

Σ1 = (S0
SC(c1)
−−−−→ S2), (S2

SC(c2)
−−−−→ S4), (S0

SC(c2)
−−−−→ S3), (S3

SC(c1)
−−−−→ S4), (S0

JC
−→ S1)

Σ2 = (S0
SC(c1)
−−−−→ S2), (S2

JC
−→ S5), (S0

SC(c2)
−−−−→ S3), (S3

JC
−→ S6)
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Figure 8: Stratified search strategy for the example in Figure 6.

A strategy isexhaustiveif it reaches all candidate view sets that can be acquired by our
set of transitions. A set of simple exhaustive strategies can be immediately defined as follows.
An ex-Näıve (exhaustive naı̈ve) strategy starts by applying a transformation toS0, leading to a
new stateS ′

0. Then,ex-Näıve randomly picks one of the existing states and one transformation
which applies to the state, performs the transformation, and adds the new state to the existing
ones.Ex-Näıvestops when no new states can be found and is, thus, exhaustive.

A sampleex-Näıvestrategy on the example in Figure 6 is:

Σ3 = (S0, S2), (S0, S1), (S0, S3), (S2, S5), (S2, S4), (S1, S5), (S1, S6), (S3, S6), (S3, S4),
(S4, S7), (S5, S7), (S6, S7), (S7, S8)

where for readability, we omitted the transition details. Observe thatex-Näıve may lead to
reaching the same state several times, e.g.,S5 is reached twice byΣ3.

As reaching the same state more than once through different searchpathsis a source of
inefficiency, we focus on a particular class ofstratified strategieswhich suffer less from this
shortcoming.

Definition 10. (Paths to a state) LetΣ be a strategy,S be a state inΣ, andj be an integer such
that (Sij , S

′
ij
) ∈ Σ andS ′

ij
= S. The set of paths leading toS in Σ, denoted→֒S, is defined as:

→֒S = {τi1} if j = 1, and →֒S = {p τij | p ∈
→֒Sij} otherwise.

Definition 11. (Stratified strategy) A strategyΣ is stratified iff for any stateS ∈ Σ and any
pathp ∈ →֒S, p belongs to the regular language:SC* JC* VF*.

Intuitively, in a stratified strategy,on a given path, selection cuts precede all join cuts, which
precede all view fusions. For instance, on the sample workload previously used in Figure 6, a
possible stratified strategy is:

Σ4 = (S0, S2), (S0, S1), (S0, S3), (S2, S5), (S2, S4), (S3, S6), (S3, S4), (S4, S7), (S7, S8)

Observe that in a stratified strategy, for instance, selection cuts may still appear after join
edge cuts, as long as they areon different search paths.

Figure 8 depicts the search space corresponding to the workload in Figure 6, just with the
transitions ofΣ4. Note that theex-NäıvestrategyΣ3 and the stratifiedΣ4 reach the same states.

The following result states that stratified strategies can mimic any strategy.

Theorem 1. (Stratified equivalent strategy) For any strategyΣ, there exists a stratified strategy,
denotedΣstr, producing the same states.

9



Due to space limitations, the proof is delegated to our technical report, available at http://www-
rocq.inria.fr/˜karanaso/files/RDFVS-TecReport.pdf.

We focus now on a stratified subset of theex-Näıvestrategies, namely theex-STR(exhaus-
tive stratified) strategies, such that:

• For any two transitions(Sj
SC
−−→ S ′

j), (Sl
JC
−−→ S ′

l) ∈ Σ, we havej < l. In other words,
anyselection cut is made beforeall join cuts.

• For any two transitions(Sj
JC
−−→ S ′

j), (Sl
VF
−−→ S ′

l) ∈ Σ, we havej < l. In other words,
any join cut is made beforeall view fusions.

Strictly speaking, for a given problem, there are manyex-STRstrategies (depending on relative
transition order in the strategy), but we will simply useex-STR to refer to any of them.

A corollary of Theorem 1 is thatex-STR is also exhaustive, since it can mimicex-Näıve,
thus enumerates all the candidate view sets reached by our transitions. As a result, from now
on and without loss of generality, we will focus on stratifiedstrategies only. We quantify the
size of our search space by counting the states produced byex-STR.

Search space size. Let S0(Q) = 〈V0, G0, R0〉 be an initial state, whereG0 = (N0, E0). Let
|N0| = n, |E0| = m be the number of nodes and edges ofG0 respectively. Let|V0| = |Q| = k

be the number of views inS0, ms be the number of selection edges andmj be the number of
join edges. Obviously,ms +mj = m.

1. FromS0, repeatedly applyingSC can lead to exactly2ms states.

2. Let Si be one of these states. Repeatedly applyingJC on Si can lead to creating2mj

states{S0
i , S

1
i , . . . , S

2mj

i }, which are all distinct in the worst case. Thus, selection cuts
followed by join cuts leads to creating at most2ms ∗ 2mj = 2m distinct states.

3. Each of the states thus obtained has at leastk and at mostk + mj views. The state has
k views if noJC has been applied or if none of theJC disconnected a view. Otherwise,
eachJC may have added one extra view and the maximum number ofJC is mj .

4. We now consider one of the statesSj obtained by edge cuts and evaluate the number of
states which may result fromSj by repeatedly applyingVF. In the worst case, any subset
of the views inVj consists of isomorphic views. Thus, the number of states resulting
from Sj by applyingVF is bound by the number of partitions of the setVj, whose size
is at mostk +mj . Denoting byBx the Bell number (the number of partitions of a set of
sizex), an upper bound for the total number of distinct states is:

NS = 2m·Bk+mj

In the particular case of RDF queries, the number of selections is between0 and3n, and
the number of joinsmj is between 0 andn(n−1)

2
(the latter occurs whenG0 is the complete

graph). Replacing these bounds in the above, we obtain:

NS = 23n+n(n−1)/2·Bk+n(n−1)/2

10



Time complexity. The time complexity of performing an exhaustive search can be similarly
derived, based on the number of states created by each transformation and the time complexity
of the transformation:
• The cost of a selection or join cut is linear in the size of the largest view, which is bound

by 3n.

• View fusion requires checking query equivalence, which is inO(2n) [4].

The complexity is well above exponential, making exhaustive search unfeasible for large
workloads. This highlights the need for robust implementations and efficient heuristics.

3.3 Optimizations and heuristics

We now discuss a set of search strategies with interesting properties, as well as a set of pruning
heuristics which may be used to trade off completeness for efficiency of the search. For our
discussion, we assume all strategies use the following simple data structures

CS thecandidate state set. This set is initially{S0}. As new states are created, they are added
toCS.

ES the set ofexploredstates.ES is disjoint fromCS and is initially empty. An explored state
S is a state such that for any transformationτ ∈ {SC, JC, VF}, the stateS ′ = τ(S)
obtained by applyingτ onS already belongs either toCS or toES.

Sb is at any point in the search, thebest stateexplored so far.Sb is initially set toS0 and is
changed toS whenever the newly found stateS satisfiesqf(S) ≥ qf(Sb).

DFS (depth-first search) strategiesA (stratified) strategyΣ is depth-first iff the order ofΣ’s
transitions satisfies the following constraint. LetS be a state reached by a pathp of the form
SC*. Immediately after reachingS for the first time,Σ enumerates all transitions recursively
attainable fromS by JC only. After these transitions,Σ immediately enumerates all transitions
recursively attainable from the states previously obtained, usingVF only. For instance, on the
example in Figure 6, the following strategyΣ5 is DFS:

Σ5 = (S0, S2), (S2, S5), (S0, S3), (S3, S6)

An advantage of DFS strategies is that they fully explore (apply all possibleSC andJC on)
each state that is reached.A fully explored state does not need to be kept (in memory) and
can be discarded without compromising the search(this amounts to not maintaining theES

set altogether, and just discarding any explored state thatis notSb). Thus, DFS reduces the
memory footprint of the search.

Aggressive fusion (or eager-fuse).This technique can be included in many strategies: when a
new stateS is reached, it is substituted with the state attained after repeatedly applying onS all
possibleVF. The motivation here is thatVF is guaranteed to improve the estimated quality of
the state (whereasSC andJC decrease it): instead of materializing two views, we materialize
only one (i.e., we save space) and, at the same time, the rewritings (thus the query evaluation
efforts) remain unchanged. Moreover, the number of explored states is reduced, because when
we repeatedly applyVF we keep only the finally reached state and discard the intermediate
ones, which are worse w.r.t., quality. For instance, on the example in Figure 7, eager-fuse
would first go fromS0 to S3, and only afterward explore the other states.S3 is the best state,
and eager-fuse helps find it fast. Thus, even if the search is stopped early, the best solutionSb

is likely to be quite good.
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Stop conditions.We use somestop conditionsto limit the search by declaring that some states
are not promising, thus should not be explored. Clearly, stop conditions lead to non-exhaustive
search. We have considered the following stop conditions for a stateS.

• stopt(S): true if a view inS is the full triple tablet

• stopvar(S): true if a view inS has only variables. The idea is that we rejectS since we
consider its space occupancy to be too high. In general, thiscondition may be satisfied
even by the initial stateS0, if one of the queries mentions no URI and no constants, and
in this case,stopvar would preventanysearch. However, no query in the frequently-used
RDF benchmarks satisfies this condition, therefore,stopvar can be used in many settings
to restrict the search while leaving many meaningful options.

• stopNV (S): true if the number of views inS exceeds a boundNV . This tends to discour-
age over-aggressive join edge cuts, based on the idea that joins are expensive operations
and if they can be pre-computed by the views, that results in significant effort savings.

“Pull&push constants” technique This technique attempts to “smartly guess” which selec-
tion edges can be cut and which should be preserved. It ordersall constants from the workload,
according to their number of occurrences. The more frequently a constant appears, the more
likely it is to appear in the selected view state, because it represents a selective, shared con-
dition. Thus, prior to any search, we start by cuttingall selection edges corresponding to
constants appearing one or a few times (“pull constants” part). If this pre-processing removes
l selection edges, this diminishes the search space by a significant factor of2l, given that the
subsequent search (regardless of its strategy) will be applied on an initialCS of just one state
(that obtained fromS0 by thel successiveSCs). After the search has finished, however, we may
need to “push” back some of the selections cut in the “pull” stage. This is the case if, for some
recommended viewv, all rewritings usingv apply the same selection onv, corresponding to a
constant eagerly removed by the “pull”.

The interest of this technique is to reduce the size of the search space by “betting against
some selection edges”. However, it may compromise optimality, given that the comparisons
performed during the search ignore the fact that some selections may be brought back by the
post-processing. We have implemented this technique parameterized byw, the maximum num-
ber of appearances of constants eliminated by the “pull” stage. However, we found that forw
values greater than 1, the loss of optimality may be significant, while forw = 1 it tends to be
much smaller. Thus, we applied this technique withw = 1.

4 RDF Schemas
RDF data is first and foremost a format forsemanticWeb data, and an RDF Schema [20]
(RDFS, for short) can be used to enhance the meaning of an RDF data set. RDFS allows defin-
ing semantic relationships between the classes and properties used for resource descriptions.
Such relations are stated using the RDFS standard properties subClassOf , subPropertyOf ,
domain, andrange. The first order logic semantics of those properties is givenin Figure 9.

A direct consequence of using the above properties is the need for extra reasoning capabil-
ities in order to answer queries. Indeed, an RDF dataset together with an RDF Schema entail
implicit triples that are not explicitly present in that dataset. As aresult, standard (database-
style) query evaluation techniques may be incomplete on an RDF dataset, if they don’t take
into account the implicit triples. Two main approaches havebeen devised for this problem.
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Semantic relationship RDFS notation FOL semantics
Class inclusion C1 rdfs : subClassOf C2 ∀X(C1(X)⇒ C2(X))
Property inclusion P1 rdfs : subPropertyOf P2 ∀X∀Y (P1(X,Y )⇒ P2(X,Y ))
Domain typing of a property P rdfs : domain C ∀X∀Y (P (X,Y )⇒ C(X))
Range typing of a property P rdfs : range C ∀X∀Y (P (X,Y )⇒ C(Y ))

Figure 9: Semantic relationships allowed between classes and properties.

Algorithm 1: theReformulate algorithm
Reformulate(q,S)
Input: an RDF schemaS and a conjunctive queryq overS
Output: a union of conjunctive queriesucq such that for any datasetD
evaluate(q, closure(D,S)) = evaluate(ucq,D)
(1) ucq ← {q}, ucq′ ← ∅
(2) while ucq 6= ucq′

(3) ucq′ ← ucq

(4) foreach rewritingr ∈ ucq′

(5) foreachatomg in r

(6) if g = t(s, rdf : type, C1) andC2 rdfs : subClassOf C1 ∈ S
(7) ucq ← ucq ∪ {r[g/t(s,rdf :type,C2)]}
(8) else ifg = t(s, rdf : type, C) andP rdfs : domain C ∈ S
(9) ucq ← ucq ∪ {r[g/∃y t(s,P,y)]}
(10) else ifg = t(s, rdf : type, C) andP rdfs : range C ∈ S
(11) ucq ← ucq ∪ {r[g/∃y t(y,P,s)]}
(12) else ifg = t(s, P1, o) andP2 rdfs : subPropertyOf P1 ∈ S
(13) ucq ← ucq ∪ {r[g/t(s,P2,o)]}
(14) return ucq

A first solution is to compile the knowledge of the schema intothe dataset. This is done
by a closure mechanism that adds to the dataset all the implicit triples. Such a mechanism is
described in the RDF recommendation and has been implemented in various RDF frameworks
like Jena1. Standard query evaluation techniques can then apply on theresulting closure, but
that approach consumes space and is not robust to further updates on the original dataset.

The second solution is to compile the knowledge of the schemainto the queries. This is
done by queryreformulation, which transforms a (conjunctive) query into a union of (conjunc-
tive) queries, all the answers of which can be obtained by standard query evaluation techniques
for plain RDF [2]. While that approach does not modify the original dataset, it introduces at
query time a query reformulation overhead. Algorithm 1 outlines a (simplified) query refor-
mulation algorithm. It is a (syntactic) adaptation of the one described in [2] to our conjunctive
(triple) queries. We assume that theevaluate andclosure functions used in Algorithm 1 pro-
vide respectively the evaluation of a query in plain RDF and of the closure of a dataset with
respect to a schema, as defined in the RDF recommendation [19]. Moreover,q[g/g′] denotes the
result of replacing the atomg of the queryq by the atomg′.

View selection in the presence of schemasWe now explain how to extend our view selection
algorithms, in order to attain the completeness guaranteesof the reformulation-based approach.
To that effect, we extend our rewriting language to that ofunionsof conjunctive queries and

1http://jena.sourceforge.net/
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the definition of ourinitial state. More precisely, given a set of queriesQ = {q1, . . . , qn}, and
assuming thatrewrite(qi,S) = {q1i , . . . , q

ni

i }, it is sufficient to defineS0(Q) = 〈V0, G0, R0〉
as the set of conjunctive viewsV0 =

⋃n
i=1{q

1
i , . . . , q

ni

i }, the graphG0 of V0, and the set of
rewritingsR0 =

⋃n
i=1{qi = q1i ∪ · · · ∪ qni

i }.

5 Experimental Evaluation
We present a set of experiments we conducted to evaluate our approach. The view selection
software is a standalone Java module (100 classes, 13.500 lines). It takes its input under the
form of a set of conjunctive RDF queries, a set of query weights, and an RDF-S schema, and
produces as output the set of recommended views and corresponding rewritings. To study the
benefits of the recommended views, we coupled our software with a database back-end which
stores both the original RDF data and the views. As a back-end, we have chosen PostgreSQL,
both for its reputation of a (free) efficient platform, and because it was used in several previous
RDF data management works [1, 12, 13, 15, 18]. The PostgreSQLversion we used is 8.4.3.

For our experiments, we used the Barton data2, one of the most widely used in previous
RDF data management works [1, 12, 18]). The initial data set consists of about 50 million
triples. After some cleaning of the data (removing formatting errors, eliminating duplicates
etc.) we kept around 35 million distinct triples. We loaded them in PostgreSQL under the form
of the triple tablet(s, p, o). The space occupied by the table within PostgreSQL was 15.9 GB.
View set enumeration and selection was performed on 2.40GHzIntel Xeon machine with 4GB
RAM (2GB for the JVM), running Mandriva Linux. The PostgreSQL server ran on a separate
2,13GHz Intel Xeon machine with 8GB RAM.

In the following, Section 5.1 reports on experiments with various search strategies. Sec-
tion 5.2 studies the impact of the quality estimation functions on the search, while Section 5.3
demonstrates the interest of using the selected view set, tospeed up query processing.

5.1 Search Strategies Evaluation
We compare five variants of the Stratified (STR) and Depth-First (DFS) strategies described
in Sections 3.2, respectively, 3.3. The variants are: (i) exhaustive (ex); (ii) with aggressive
fusion enabled (AF); (iii) with aggressive fusion and thestopt stop condition (AF-S1); (iv) with
aggressive fusion and thestopvar stop condition (AF-S2); finally, (v) with aggressive fusion, the
stopt stop condition and the “pull&push constants” technique (AF-S1-P). The quality function
we used was the one that experimentally gave us the best results (further details on this are
given in Section 5.2).

We employed four query workloads of increasing complexity (with respect to their numbers
of queries, constants, and joins). Due to space limitations, here we report only on the two most
complex ones (workload 1and 2), which best highlight the differences between strategies.
Workload 1 included 10 constants and 9 variables in total, whereas workload 2 included 15
constants and 14 variables.

Figure 10 shows the number of states explored by each alternative strategy (for workload 1),
a measure having a strong impact on the memory and time needs of the strategy. As expected,
for each variant, the STR and DFS have the same number of explored states (they explore the
same part of the search space). Moreover, applying aggressive fusion reduces the number of
states to almost one third. This number is reduced even more by the stop conditions, as they

2http://simile.mit.edu/wiki/Dataset:Barton
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Figure 10: The number of explored states for workload 1.

Figure 11: Memory consumption of each strategy.

prune part of the search space (notice thatstopt is lessaggressivethanstopvar). The biggest
reduction of the set of explored states was achieved by combining the above techniques with
the “pull&push constants”.

Figure 11 depicts the memory needs of each strategy for both workloads. A first observation
is that, for each given variant, STR consumes more memory than the DFS. This confirms our
expectations, since STR needs to keep in memory more states for a longer time than DFS
(which explores them in depth and then is able to discard them). Furthermore, Figure 11
shows that neither of the exhaustive and the aggressive fusion STR did manage to complete
their execution with the given amount of memory. The most interesting point though is the
significant reduction in memory needed when we apply our heuristics. Again, the best results
appear when using the “pull&push constants” technique.
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Figure 12: Total times and times until best state for each strategy.

exSTR exDFS STR-AF DFS-AF DFS-AF-S1 DFS-AF-S2 DFS-AF-S1-P
workload 1 0.494 0.494 0.494 0.494 0.494 0.494 0.469
workload 2 0.540 0.540 0.540 0.540 0.540 0.506 0.540

Figure 13: The score of the best state reached by each strategy.

The execution times for each strategy are depicted in Figure12. For each strategy and
variant, the lower part of the corresponding bar (in lightercolor) corresponds to the time needed
to find the best state, whereas the overall bar represents thetotal running time. One could
expect that STR and DFS would have very close execution times, since they explore the same
set of states. However, this is not always the case, due to thefact that STR spends more
time reaching again and again the same state (recall the comparison between Figure 6 and
Figure 8). Especially for those cases which demand a lot of memory, the time advantage of
DFS is noticeable. Figure 12 also shows that our heuristics improve the execution time by a
factor of more than 30. Finally, DFS is also faster at finding the best state.

Finally, we compare our ten strategies also from the viewpoint of the quality of the solution
they are able to find. Figure 13 demonstrates that, as expected, aggressive fusion preserved
optimality (gave the same scores as the exhaustive strategies). In most cases, enabling the rest
of the heuristics did not prevent us from reaching the best state. Even when the overall best
state was not explored, the returned best state had a score very close to the best one.

5.2 Quality estimation
The quality function we used in order to evaluate the qualityof each state relies on a number
of quality estimators. The most prevalent estimators we have considered are the following:

• join count (JCo): the total number of joins appearing in the rewritingsRi of a stateSi

(favors states with small number of joins, to decrease execution times)
• average constant ratio (CR): the average number of constants that appear in each view

(favors views with many constants, as they will be more selective and will probably
occupy less space)
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• selectivity estimator (SE): relies on the number of appearances of each constant in the
data to determine how selective a constant is (likeCR, it favors selective views)
• view popularity (V P ): counts the number of times each view participates in the rewrit-

ingsRi (in an attempt to reduce the needed space, it favors states inwhich views are
re-used in many rewritings).

To determine the best combination of them to use, we run a set of experiments using the
DFS strategy with the aggressive view fusion and thestopvar on five Barton queries (including
15 constants and 14 variables in total). In Figure 14, we report on the space (as a percentage of
the triple table) occupied by the set of views selected by oursearch strategy, as well as the time
needed to materialize these views. We have also given the materialization details after enabling
reasoning support and using the rewriting algorithm described in Section 4, denoted byCR+
in the Figure. We used the RDF Schema provided by the Barton dataset.

The table in Figure 14 shows that for this workload,CR showed the best performance
both in terms of space and time and, thus, we usedCR as a quality estimator in the other
experiments described here. We plan to experiment with morecomplex workloads in the future,
and hopefully add to our framework an RDF query size estimation technique such as the ones
in [11, 13], since they would provide us with more accurate information in assessing the quality
of a proposed view set.

MO ALL SE CR/VP/JCo VP CR CR+

Space Usage (%) 5.93 >100 >100 >100 43.70 1.33 3.08
Materialization time (min.) 2.5 >30 >30 >30 23 5 1.3

Figure 14: Quality estimators comparison.

5.3 Query execution times
We now compare the time it takes to evaluate each of the five Barton queries based on several
organizations of the data in tables (views). We denote by TT0the RDF database consisting of
the single triple table (no index). Clearly, TT0 is a very poor data layout, therefore, for fair-
ness, we also investigated using the triple table, in conjunction with several known indexing
strategies. TT1 denotes the triple table with three indexes, ons, p ando respectively (also tried
in [1]). TT2 adopts the approach described in [18], which consists of adding six indices, one
on each permutations of the triple table columns. Prior to running the view selection algorithm,
we also attempted a manual optimization of the storage (MO) selecting “by hand” some views
which seemed promising for the considered workload. While the result of MO obviously de-
pends on the user’s expertise, we include it as a rough benchmark of a “reasonably-chosen”
data layout. Finally, CR and CR+ denote the set of materialized views recommended by the
DFS-AF-S1-P strategy, using the CR quality estimator, without reasoning (CR) respectively,
with reasoning enabled (CR+).

Figure 15 depicts the execution time of the Barton 5-query workload on the above set of
alternative data layouts. Each query was timed out after twominutes (which were insufficient
for the third query on the TT0 storage). Figure 15 shows that the worst cases can be avoided
with the six-indices approach of [18], however, there is still a lot of room for improvement.
MO does significantly better than TT2, and the configurationsautomatically selected by DFS-
AF-S1-P gives the best results. This validates the practical interest of a well-chosen set of
materialized views.
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Figure 15: Workload execution times.

6 Related works
View-based query rewriting The view-based rewritings we consider are related to the general
problem of rewriting conjunctive queries using conjunctive views [9]. In particular, the main
results on rewriting non-recursive Datalog queries using similar views (under set semantics)
are owed to [4], whereas bag semantics is considered in [5]. In contrast with these works,
our approach proposes views andgeneratesrewritings in a constructive way, starting from
the simple case when the views are identical to the queries. In contrast, in view-based query
rewritings, the view set is given and rewritings must befoundwithout any prior knowledge on
how the query and the views are related.
Selection of relational materialized viewshas been intensely studied in the context of re-
lational databases and in particular in relational data warehouses [10, 17]. Our approach is
inspired from the one of [17]. Compared to that work, we innovated by developing techniques
specific to RDF data and queries. In particular, specific choices had to be made given that RDF
queries refer to one huge triple table, making a view that is identical to the triple table a not-so-
desirable view (or even one to forbid). In the same style, while in a relational data warehouse
scenario, it may make sense to materialize the cartesian product of two small tables (say, two
dimension tables), cartesian products of the triple table with itself cannot be envisioned. Fi-
nally, we have devised search strategies specific to the RDF setting and have shown how RDF
Schemas can be exploited to make view selection aware of datasemantics.
RDF data managementhas been the topic of active work. Efficiently querying graphdata
is notoriously difficult, due to the potential very poor dataaccess locality (a query may need
to traverse large portions of the data set) [14]. This is the reason why RDF data management
platforms (e.g. Sesame, 3store, Jena) are based on relational database management systems
(RDBMSs in short).

Recent works in database research also considered extending or revisiting relational data
management techniques to the processing of RDF queries. In [1], the authors propose splitting
the data set using vertical partitioning. Thus, for each particular property, there is a two-column
(s, o) table. This performs well for queries joining triples on the subject or object, and it allows
selective access to triples of a given property. However, its performance degrades significantly
for queries containing triples of unspecified property names, since this requires a union over all
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the property tables. The authors experimentally compare a standard RDBMS (Postgres) with
a column store, and find that the latter is much more efficient in some settings. These results
are revisited in [15], which shows that when properly tuned and complemented with indices,
the RDBMS may perform almost as well as the vertically partitioned store. The authors also
point out the fragility of the property tables when there aretoo many properties in the data set.
Hexastore [18] proposes a more generic approach for efficiently storing RDF data, based on
one single triple table and six indices, on all permutationsof the attributes. Thus, there is an
index on(s, p), another on(s, o), another one on(p, s) etc. Hexastore’s indices can be used to
speed up all types of joins over the triple table, however, aswe have shown, custom views can
make processing even more efficient. Finally, RDF-3X [12, 13] is a recent, efficient platform
natively built for RDF. It implements the six indices of Hexastore, as well as a fixed set of
indices inspired from a query workload.

The work we presented in this paper can integrate with any of these previous platforms.
Instead of specific basic storage methods and indices, we propose a framework for exploring
alternative data access support structures which could be materialized to help query processing
even further. Materialized views improve query processingperformance in all scenarios, simply
by pre-computing results. On the other hand, complex views require more maintenance effort
than simple indices over two attributes. Existing algorithms for incremental maintenance of
conjunctive relational views [8] directly apply, and an estimation of view maintenance costs
(based on the expected frequency of updates etc.) can be incorporated in our quality functions.
Clearly, materialized views benefits are more important on relatively slow-changing data sets.

Techniques to estimate the selectivity of RDF query patterns were proposed in [11, 16].
The authors of [11] propose a summarization-based approach. They first identify a set of sub-
patterns to be counted exactly, based on which the cardinality of more complex queries can be
estimated. Finding the optimal set of such sub-patterns to materialize is NP-hard, thus some
greedy algorithms are proposed. The work described in [16] focuses on optimizing in-memory
RDF database queries. The authors study combinations of simple cardinality statistics, heuris-
tics based on the query syntax, and a probabilistic estimation framework to decide join evalu-
ation order. Finally, the more recent RDF-3X work [13] describes a set of simple cardinality
statistics based on which join selectivities are estimated, and joins are ordered. As part of our
future work, we plan to integrate a selectivity estimation framework in our quality functions.

The translation of SPARQL into SQL has been studied in [6], with a focus on SPARQL
semantics preservation, and [7] focusing on the efficiency of the resulting SQL queries. Our
algorithm for translating RDF queries (and views) into SQL follows the approach of [7].

Finally, ontologies or other semantic data source descriptions have been widely used to
guide the integration (interoperability) of heterogeneous data sources, see, e.g., [3]. Our work
bears some similarity to this, but we only exploit simple RDFS relationships.

7 Conclusion

Efficiently querying RDF data raises many challenging problems, in particular in the areas
of access path selection and query processing, but also in the interpretation of results, given
that RDF data often comes with associated RDF Schemas that allow to interpret and enrich
it. This work is the first to investigate the adaptation of materialized view selection methods
proposed for relational data management, to the managementof RDF data. We have proposed
a framework for materialized view set selection, studied the search space, formalized a set
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of interesting strategies, and evaluated them through a setof experiments, which confirm the
feasibility and the interest of our approach. In future works, we plan to refine our quality
functions, integrating query cardinality estimations, and experiment with more heuristics.
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